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Directors’ Letter
Dear Friends of Calcutta Kids,
Since Calcutta Kids’ inception, a dream and long-term goal has been for the organization to be locally owned and operated. Too often, we have seen organizations founded by an individual who personifies the organization to such a degree that when, for whatever reason, the founder leaves the organization, the organization deteriorates or even shuts down operation. The process of such personification
may not be intentional, but counteracting the negative ramifications of such, must be intentional.
We have worked hard to build sustainable systems which are based on the values of the Calcutta
Kids team and the community with which we work. And indeed, part of the reason that we took a leave
of absence from the Calcutta Kids ground operations to pursue further graduate studies, was to follow
the aforementioned dream and long-term goal; to put into the action the goal of local Indian ownership
and operation. We couldn’t be more pleased with what we witness regularly through skype calls and
four person-trips to India each year. Just as the roles of our health workers are changing (see “Growth
from Within” p. 13) our roles have changed from that of daily operational involvement and leadership to
technical advising and fundraising.
This 2015 annual report is an invitation to the larger Calcutta Kids community to learn about 1)
the Calcutta Kids accomplishments of 2015; and 2) Calcutta Kids’ plans for 2016 under local Indian leadership. Along with numerical data to show outputs and impact, we use the voices of the Calcutta Kids
team to review the year 2015, and then speak of five areas of focus for the year 2016. The review speaks
to the continued concentration on human resources development through ongoing education and training, focused attention on families at high risk, and an organization committed to being a positive working environment. And in next years’ report we will provide updates on the five areas of focus for 2016.
We are appreciative of three dear friends who helped with to create this annual report: First, Calcutta Kids’ 2011-2012 American India Foundation Fellowship partner, Margy Elliott, who continues to
volunteer her time with Calcutta Kids and helped to create this annual report; and both Yvan Cohen and
Brett Cole, who continues to photographically document Calcutta Kids and whose beautiful photos are
used throughout this report
We remain grateful and indebted to you, the Friends and Family of Calcutta Kids who continue to
make this important work possible. Thank you for the many ways in which you support Calcutta Kids.
In admiration of our colleagues in India and with thanks to those who support the work of Calcutta Kids,

Noah Levinson and Evangeline Ambat
Co-Directors, Calcutta Kids
Note: As the ground operation work takes place in India, throughout this report we use “2015” to mean
the financial year April 1st 2015 to March 31st 2016. However, the financial data for Calcutta Kids Inc –
the US fundraising body (page 15)– presents data from Jan 1st 2015-Dec 31st 2015.
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Calcutta Kids is committed to providing the crucial health and nutrition services during the first 1000 days of life to prevent
irreversible damage to children’s long-term health. This is achieved by empowering pregnant women and mothers in the
slums of Kolkata, India to be the primary agents responsible for that outcome. Our goal is to provide services which positively
impact
children’s
growth
a
n
d

development which in turn will help them to break out of the cycle of poverty.
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2015 Highlights

In the words of the
Calcutta Kids team.

The most meaningful event was Calcutta
Kids working closely with the police to get
a baby back to her mother. - Arpita

Calcutta Kids got the FCRA renewal for another 5 years. This is extremely essential for
the smooth functioning of the organization
and to continue the work we do. - Kalyan

The monthly trainings that are held and the
tests that are taken after the training to assess our knowledge is helpful. If I score low,
it motivates me to go home and study. Malti

Last year the most meaningful thing that
happened was one of the families sold a
baby girl who was still breastfeeding to
another family. The full team worked
hard to get the breastfeeding baby back
to her mother and now both mother and
baby are doing well. - Malobika

Last year as a result of two of the new management staff leaving, it gave me an opportunity to take up a lot of new and additional
responsibility. I was able to work with everyone and ensured that all the work continued and was done well as a team. - Chandan

I feel lucky to have joined Calcutta Kids and
am excited about the new experience and
learning I will get from here. - Subhodip

The continuous trainings over the year
helped me learn new information and
makes me study more and learn more all
the time. - Laxmi

I was able to work very closely, counsel and
get a husband and mother-in-law to stop
torturing a mother (wife) who was struggling
to take care of her baby, do all the housework and take care of the in-laws. - Munni
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The most important learning for me has
been learning how to manage my anger
better both with team mates and while
working in the field. - Kaberi
I feel the love and blessings I have received
from Calcutta Kids has been very meaningful to me. - Emelda
Being trained on how to manage the Clinic
has been very important this year and I
have also been able to develop better relationships with beneficiaries. - Neelam

I have felt a lot of love and respect from
all my colleagues over the last three
months with Calcutta Kids and I feel like
people listen to me and understand me
here. I felt extra special when my birthday was celebrated with others at the
monthly meeting. - Sohini

The most impactful and important thing for
me this year was the way all the dadas and
didis at CKT got together and helped rescued
and brought back a baby girl, who had been
sold to another family. - Zeenat

The unification of the baby with her
mother was very meaningful to me. - Rita

The cooking program that has been started
at our community meetings has been very
beneficial for the mothers. - Shrabani

Trainings and discussions around the adolescent girls program is helping me a lot as my
daughter will reach puberty soon. It is helping
me understand the changes she is going
through and how to handle her better and this
is very meaningful for me. - Sima

I got a lot of support when my daughter had a
miscarriage and this was meaningful to me. I
also like it very much that everyone asks about
me and my family. - Lakhi
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Our mission: Calcutta Kids is committed to providing the crucial health
and nutrition services during the first 1000 days of life to prevent
irreversible damage to children’s long-term health.

Our objectives:
Reduce maternal morbidity and
mortality: India has the highest number of

Improve birth weights: 28% of babies in
India are born with low birth weights (less
than 2.5 kilograms)—Low birth weight is a
major cause of neonatal death.

women dying from childbirth in the world.

Reduce child morbidity and mortality:

Ensure that children aged 0-3 years
grow normally: 43% of children in India are

More than two million children under the age of
five die each year in India of preventable causes.
55% of total under-five mortality is ascribed to
malnutrition.

underweight, and 48% of children are stunted.

Our guiding values:





Treat everyone with kindness, request, and equality.
Be honest and build trust.
No “hobe na” (it won’t happen), always try.
Think of solutions, not just the problem.
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Data 2015
January—December
Thanks to our MYCHI online database which we
designed, we are able to carefully monitor our
program from anywhere in the world.

Some key indicators are listed below

Annual Average Monthly Participation ATTENDANCE (Annual Average %)
Children: 528

Growth Monitoring Promotion

Pregnant Women: 81

Children: 98.4%
Pregnant Women: 98%
Immunizations:: 95%

Indicators

Numbers

Total number of CK babies born

106

Child birth weight >2.5kg (including twin babies)

89 (80%)

Mother had facility-based delivery

100 (94%)

Average number of children growing normally
(WAZ >-1.9) including children not born through CK

436 (83%)

Total number of child interactions with a CK medical

2114

Average monthly attendance at community meetings

60%
(a 120% increase in participation compared to previous year)
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2016-2017 Plans
Strengthening and beginning anew

Calcutta Kids continues to work with a population of
20,000 in the slum of Fakir Bagan which is in the city
of Howrah - the more impoverished sister city to Kolkata on the opposite side of the Ganges River. We
work with approximately 600 families at any given
time - families with pregnant woman and/or children
between the ages of 0 and 3. Our primary goal is ensure good health and proper growth during the first
1000 days of life (also known as the window of opportunity) during which 80% of brain development
takes place. This is accomplished with evidence-based
interventions which include monthly home visits by
our community health workers; ensuring facilitybased deliveries; monthly growth monitoring and
promotion; immunizations; diarrhea treatment and
prevention; a nutrition corner with free nutrientdense food for children who are not growing properly; free medical care by our doctors who run our
clinic 5 mornings a week and provide free medicines;
and community meetings in which the pregnant
women and mothers engage in social activities creating a space for knowledge sharing. This program,
briefly described, has been able to ensure that 96.7%
of the children in this impoverished slum have been
able to avoid the horrors of severe malnutrition.
Thanks to our online database which CK designed, we
are able to carefully monitor our program from anywhere in the world and we are so pleased to report
that our program indicators have remained strong
and have not changed without Noah and Evangeline’s
physical presence on the ground. This is a tribute to
the program and to the individuals running the day-to
-day operations.
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Upon this strong foundation, Calcutta Kids' 2016
plans consist of 5 primary endeavors:

Maintaining and Improving
MYCHI Indicators
One of the challenges of expansion and/or adding
components to a program, is ensuring quality and
maintaining excellence of the already-existing
backbone areas of that program. Because meeting
the goals of the Maternal and Young Child Health
Initiative are so essential to the foundation of any
expansion and/or addition, maintaining and improving our health and nutrition indicators are a
top priority - not just this year but every year. One
of the areas in which we continue to innovate in
this area is through the collection of data and
then feeding that data right back to the community health workers and to the beneficiaries themselves so that they can see their areas of success
and their areas in need of improvement. Our
automated monthly reports which are presented
to the entire team at our monthly meetings are
compared to the previous 2 months and are disaggregated by intervention area so that there is
room for both collaboration as well as healthy
competition between areas. Because the MYCHI
program is responsible for saving lives and creating healthy foundations for children build upon,
simply ensuring its continued success is essential.

Adolescent Girls Program

their eventual pregnancies will be healthier and
ultimately their children will be healthier. Codirector of Calcutta Kids, Evangeline Ambat used
her masters degree thesis to conduct a rigorous
needs assessment and program design for the adolescent girls program. One of the unique components of this program will be its reliance upon a
'social network analysis'. Young women in the slum
of Fakir Bagan are influenced and ultimately listen
to - and act on - the advice of influential people in
their social network, i.e. mothers, aunts, fathers,
grandmothers. So, in order to encourage actual behavior change in these young women, it is essential
to involve the influential people in their social networks as active members of the girls' safety nets. In
2016, Calcutta Kids will hire a program coordinator
for the new adolescent girls program.

The adolescent girls program - to be launched in
2016 - is a direct response to the many mothers
we've worked with over the years who have told us
time and time again how they wish they'd had access to the information we provide to them during
their pregnancies when they were younger and before they became pregnant. They have told us that
with such information they imagine their lives could
have been different; that certainly they could have
avoided tremendous suffering and pain if they'd had
a better understanding of sexual and reproductive
health; and that they could have benefited significantly from a support system like they have in Calcutta Kids when they were younger. If women are
healthier and more knowledgeable about sexual and
reproductive health before they become pregnant,
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Nutrition

Creativity Over RUTF

No matter how hard we try; no matter how many
programmatic adjustments we make to the MYCHI intervention; we've never been able to ensure
that 100% of our beneficiaries graduate our program without a small percentage of children experiencing the devastation of severe underweight
malnutrition. While we are proud of the 96.7%
success we've been able to achieve in this area,
we've been unable to forget the 3.3% for which
our program does not work. Through ethnographic interviews of the families of this 3.3%,
we've learned
that physical
health and
food are not
the issues at
the heart of
the problem
with these
kids. Instead,
ill health and
malnutrition
are effects of
other issues
effecting their
families such
as alcoholism,
drug addiction, physical
and sexual abuse, and mental illness. While Calcutta Kids will not venture into these complex social problems with programmatic interventions,
what we will do is twofold: the first is to work on
creating alliances and relationships with organizations to which we can refer these families and
guide them through the process of getting the assistance they need; the second is to better understand the mechanism by which these social problems lead to ill health and malnutrition so that we
can intervene earlier and reduce their adverse effects on the child. Our new operations manager
who looks over the entire MYCHI intervention has
a degree in psychology and will be facilitating this
important piece of action research.

Ready to Use Therapeutic Foods is a hotly debated topic in the field of nutrition. This protein
dense food is hailed by organizations such as
Medecins sans Frontieres and the Clinton Foundation as the most effective way to treat malnutrition. While it indeed works very well, it is very
expensive; not sustainable; and is often manufactured in Western countries. While Calcutta
Kids is not particularly interested in involving
ourselves with the debate, what we do know is
that in using RUTF, the opportunity for food related behavioral change
communication
is missed. Over
the past year,
Calcutta Kids
has been experimenting
with new and
innovative
techniques to
promote creativity with nutrient dense
food at home
for all children,
but particularly
malnourished
children. The most successful experiment was a
cooking competition in which mothers were broken up into teams and using locally available and
inexpensive ingredients, created recipes, cooked
meals, and then had these meals judged by
prominent members of the community. During
the first competition, there were 20 mothers
present. During the second competition more
than 70 mothers showed up and unfortunately
some people had to be turned away. This competition will take place 6 times in 2016 and our
health workers will monitor to see if these new
nutrient dense meals are being prepared in the
homes and what effect they are having on the
nutritional status of our beneficiaries. A shout –
out of appreciation to Sushiladi!
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Growth From Within

and one of her primary responsibilities is to facilitate
the transition of these employees from field workers
There are few things as inspiring for an employee as to management professionals. This process has begun
knowing the potential for growth from within the
and has been extremely empowering to these women.
organization in which they work. Calcutta Kids has
It has also created commitment to our more recently
been blessed with a remarkable group of committed hired Community Health Workers because they see
employees who have joined Calcutta Kids at the level the potential for their own growth within the organiof Community Health Workers. Many of them have zation. The facilitation of this process will take time
been with the organization for a long time - some
and energy, but we believe will create long-term sussince the inception of the organization 10 years ago. tained local ownership of the organization.
They have grown with the organization and their responsibilities have increased. In 2016 we want to
All of us at Calcutta Kids are excited about the year
take them to the next level by training them to take ahead and the plans we have for 2016. Thank you for
up some management level responsibilities. As men- your partnership in this work.
tioned earlier, we have a new operations manager
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Calcutta Kids Trust
Treasury Reports
Income & Expenditure Account for the year ending 31st March, 2016*
Expenditure

Amount (Rs.)

Salary, wages, and staff
welfare
Administrative
Accounting/Legal
Program
Depreciation

2829208
574811
83764.72
432347
137528

Net Profit/Loss transferred to General fund
in balance sheet
Total

608710.62
4666369.34

Income

Amount (Rs.)

Donation
Bank Interest
Misc Income

4335350.56
313405.78
17613

Total

4666369.34

Balance Sheet as of 31st March, 2016*
Liabilities
Corpus Fund
As per last account
General Fund
As per last account
Add: I.T. Refund
Add: Excess of income
over expenditure for the
year

Amount
(Rs.)

Amount Rs.)

Assets
Fixed Assets
Current Assets
Fixed Deposit
As per last account

950000
7477954.55
25000

608110.62

Add: Accrued interest

8111665.17

Amount
(Rs.)

Amount
(Rs.)
3391441

2663321
228337.78

2891658.78

9061665.17

Add: during the year

600000
3491658.78

Current Liabilities
Liabilities for Expenses
Auditors Remuneration
Mediclaim Premium
Employees Deposit

Security Deposits

195300

Tax Deducted at
Source
Loans & advances

87164
14234
296698

Cash & Bank Balances
Cash in hand
In Bank

16100
100996
85314

213103.09
1871174.3

202410
2084277.39
Total
9264075.17
Total
9264075.17
*Synopsis based on 2015-2016 audited report. To request a copy of the complete audited report, contact info@calcuttakids.org.
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Calcutta Kids Inc.
Treasury Reports
Calcutta Kids
Profit and Loss
January - December 2015

Income
Non-Profit Income
Total Income
Gross Profit
Expenses
Administration
Calcutta Kids Trust (India)
Consultancy Payment
Travel
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income
Net Income

Total
$
$

113,145.01
113,145.01
113,145.01

$
$
$

2,666.52
67,000.00
22,200.00
5,276.27
97,142.79
16,002.22
16,002.22

Calcutta Kids
Balance Sheet
As of December 31, 2015
Total
ASSETS
Current Assets
Total Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Opening Balance Equity
Retained Earnings
Net Income
Total Equity
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
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$
$

73,070.83
73,070.83

$
$

3,975.98
53,092.63
16,002.22
73,070.83
73,070.83

